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Dear Scott  

Re. PPCA Authorisation

I recently provided you a copy of the recent decision by the Copyright Tribunal in relation to an
application by PPCA to increase fees for recorded music played in night clubs and dance parties by
email on 11 th July. The Tribunal has awarded a substantial increase in both areas.

I believe the decision raises several issues relevant to the current application by PPCA to renew its
authorisation being considered by the ACCC.

(i) The Copyright Tribunal is meant to be a low cost, alternative dispute forum. The AHA and
other respondents have spent in excess of $1 million on this case and we believe the
applicants spent considerable more. The Tribunal found "the exercise that results in that
figure ($1.05) is, of course, to a considerable extent, arbitrary and artificial". The Tribunal
has disregarded the evidence provided by the respondents indicating that in many cases it
was not provided or non definitive. The AHA contends that this was because the
respondents did not have funds to conduct surveys and engage experts to counter the
submissions of the applicant.

(ii) Non Protected Music

The Tribunal discounted the figure claimed by PPCA by 20% to take account of the amount
of non protected music played in these venues.

Non protected music has been a contentious issue amongst PPCA licensees for a number of
years. We have been aware that under international treaties music owners do not have the
right to recoup royalties for certain music recorded in the US. Discussions with PPCA and
the record companies have failed to establish a process to identify the music that falls into
this category. We do not accept that PPCA members do not have the capacity to identify
non protected recordings.

It seems unreasonable that venues do not have a right to avoid paying licence fees by
playing non protected music. The AHA therefore believes that PPCA should be required to
establish a process to inform the market of non protected recordings as a condition of any
new Authorisation. Any process would need to be reasonable and not impose an
unnecessary administrative burden on the PPCA and/or record companies. A requirement



that each record company indicate the status (protected/non-protected) of their most popular
songs (eg top 500 selling songs/albums) on an annual basis on their website would not be
unreasonable. This requirement would need to be extended to cover music from previous
(eg: for each year since 1955). Venue owners should also be able to make inquiries as to the
status of a particular song/album on an as needs basis.

While I accept that this requirement may provide some initial start up costs it will ensure
that venues are not forced to pay record companies and/or PPCA fees for the public
broadcast of music to which they are not entitled.

(iii)	 PPCA have indicated its licence scheme is non exclusive and that venues are entitled to
negotiate directly with music labels. The AHA has previously written to the four major
labels requesting a meeting to consider this option. To date these meetings have not
occurred. We intend to pursue this option now that the decision has been determined. We
believe the incentive now exists for venues to enter into an arrangement with one record
company to play music from its artists exclusively in Nightclubs and Dance Parties. We
would welcome the opportunity to discuss how this option might be pursued with the
ACCC.

I hope the above issues are taken into account in the review process. Please call me if you would
like to discuss.

Yours sincerely

Bill Healey
DIRECTOR NATIONAL AFFAIRS
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